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臺灣警察專科學校 113 學年度甄選入學中央警察大學初試  英文  試題 
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1.  The severest possible penalty that a judge could____ is the death penalty.  
 (A) integrate (B) inform (C) incriminate (D) inflict 
2.  An autopsy is _______in Taiwan when the death is sudden and the cause is unknown or there is reasonable    
   cause to suspect that the deceased died of a violent or unnatural death. 
 (A) substantial (B) mandatory (C) confidential (D) objective 
3.  Among all the _______of a car accident, external bleeding from lacerations and avulsions is the most obvious. If 

left untreated, however, too much blood loss can be fatal. 
 (A) correlations (B) complications (C) compartments (D) components 
4.  In search of the criminal ____, the police launched a manhunt and offered a generous reward for any accurate    
   information about the man on the loose. 
 (A) at large (B) by and large (C) off large (D) on large 
5.  A man suffers a sudden cardiac arrest while driving. At the scene of the crash, paramedics perform CPR to 

________the patient. 
 (A) reel (B) reiterate (C) relieve (D) resuscitate 
6.  Four hikers heading up Nantou's Junda Mountain were _______on the mountain. Luckily they were rescued after 

nearly a week. 
 (A) stranded (B) besieged (C) swindled (D) concluded 
7. Without the carbon _____released from the process, all plant life would die out. 
 (A) peroxide (B) monoxide (C) dioxide (D) oxidation 
8. Anna Delvey was sent to jail on a charge of ______ in the fraud. 
 (A) connotation (B) conscience (C) complicity (D) conversion 
9.  If ____ and fire attack are coordinated, venting over the fire provides the most efficient flow of hot smoke, fire 

gases and air. 
 (A) vice (B) vacancy (C) vicinity (D) ventilation 
10. Firefighters need real-world experience and, as a result, departments are constantly looking for safer, more    
   effective training methods. One important tool that has emerged is firefighter ______reality (VR) training. 
 (A) virtual (B) viral (C) verdant (D) valid 
11. In order to justify a detention, an officer must be able to ________specific facts that lead to a reasonable suspicion 

that the suspect is involved in criminal activity. 
 (A) dilate (B) oversee (C) confront (D) articulate 
12. The vessel sent a______ signal, and the Coast Guard Administration sent Coast Guard boats and requested 

National Airborne Service Corps to dispatch helicopters to rescue. 
 (A) distress (B) caution (C) penetration  (D) communication 
13. No justice system is perfect, and there have been cases where individuals have been wrongly convicted and 

later_______. 
 (A) discarded (B) alibied (C) exonerated (D) indicted 
14. The police said they hope multiple inspections and stepping patrols would ______drunk driving during the Lunar 

New Year festivals. 
 (A) designate (B) deny (C) defer (D) deter 
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15. The government has begun installing full-body scanners and other high-tech facilities to_______ security at 
Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport. 

 (A) fall through (B) carry on (C) beef up (D) stand for 
16. The injured police officer shared his story so other cadets had a ______ experience. 
 (A) precarious (B) vicarious (C) blunt (D) mental 
17. The protesters ______a riot in front of court house. 
 (A) incited (B) oscillated (C) baffled (D) muddled 
18. Three attorneys for former President Donald Trump have _______guilty in a wide-ranging racketeering indictment  
   that accuses Trump and 18 others of election tampering in Georgia, and agreed to testify against other defendants     
   in the case, including Trump. 
 (A) guaranteed (B) committed (C) pleaded (D) pledged 
19. The superstar said that he would not hesitate to take legal ______against those who spread malicious rumors 

about him. 
 (A) action (B) investigation (C) operation (D) motion 
20. Police ______is critically important because it forms the foundation of a successful law enforcement career and 

helps to build trust and respect within the community. 
 (A) intelligence (B) inscription (C) integrity (D) inspection 
21. A huge ______of arms and ammunition was recovered by the police today in Taipei Da-an district. 
 (A) worrier (B) cache (C) detour (D) jargon 
22. Two high-ranking officers of Taiwan's Marine Corps have been _______by the Control Yuan. The incident,     
    involving a stolen .45 caliber handgun and its replacement with a model gun, took place at the Marine Corps     
    recruit training center in Longquan, Pingtun in 2022. 
 (A) implemented (B) indited (C) imposed (D) impeached 
23. Fines are one of the______ introduced by the police to deal with the speeding problem.  
 (A) expeditions (B) promotions (C) curbs (D) duties 
24. The lawyer negotiated with the judge to _____the charges brought against his client. 
 (A) pose (B) overtake (C) drop (D) designate 
25. A Taiwanese police _______based in Vietnam told Central News Agency that streamer who goes by the name    
   “Goodnight Chicken” online is being investigated for instigating discrimination, making false statements, and    
    wasting public resources. 
 (A) clerk (B) sommelier (C) legislator (D) liaison 
26. Police are supposed to use guns only as a last _______. 
 (A) resort (B) hope (C) response (D) sentence 
27. The Lunar New Year holiday often comes with a rise in illicit activity across Taipei, prompting police to conduct 
    an annual 15-day safety _______to inspect high-risk bars, hotels, and clubs, while also boosting patrols. 
 (A) combustion (B) commission (C) campaign (D) contraction 
28. Migrants who are _______at sea or apprehended ashore will not be allowed to stay in the United States or a U.S. 

territory. Furthermore, anyone who arrives unlawfully may be repatriated to their country of origin or returned to 
the country from where the voyage departed from. 

 (A) transferred (B) interdicted (C) detained (D) escorted 
29. In the deadly gas explosion, cars and trucks on the streets were thrown into the air and_______ end over end. 
 (A) extended (B) altered (C) flipped (D) hanged 
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30. Fire extinguishers can save lives and are placed in locations that make them easily _______and in plain view in 
case of an emergency. 

 (A) accessible (B) accountable (C) achievable (D) assessable 
31. The best way to prevent a fire is to never leave a space heater running in a room_______— that way, if anything    
   does go wrong, you can act quickly to turn off it.  
 (A) invisible (B) unattainable (C) deteriorated (D) unattended 
32. The city _______that visitors are welcome to enjoy the shore, even at night, but entering the ocean after dark is    
   strictly forbidden. 
 (A) clarified (B) intruded (C) poised (D) disclosed 
33. Many people donate water, blankets, water and medication, and other_____ supplies when they heard about the 

strong Japan earthquake. 
 (A) recession (B) residence (C) relief (D) rehearsal 
34. Doctors do everything they can to stabilize the patient, but his brain may have suffered ________damage. 
 (A) irresolute (B) irreverent (C) irresistible  (D) irreversible 
35. Prosecutors appealed the New Taipei District Court's decision to allow Chu, known on social media as Xiaoyu, to     
    pay a fine_______ jail time, arguing that the sentence was too lenient. 
 (A) substitute to (B) replace by (C) in lieu of (D) instead for 
請依下文回答第 36 題至 40 題 

People around the world expressed shock and outrage over a series of   36    attacks in Paris which left many 
dead. The attacks began shortly before lunchtime on January 7th, when a pair of gunmen entered the offices of 
satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo and opened fire on everyone they encountered. In a matter of minutes, twelve 
people were dead and another ten were wounded, five of whom were in serious condition. When the assailants exited 
the building, they were   37    by a police officer in the street, whom they also shot to death before fleeing the 
scene   38    those killed in the magazine’s offices were some of the nation’s most prominent political cartoonists 
along with a noted economist. 
 

It quickly became apparent that the attackers were Islamist   39    who were angry about a series of cartoons 
that the magazine had published which criticized the Muslim prophet Mohammed. Charlie Hebdo has had a long 
history of making fun of prominent political and religious figures and had been threatened and even attacked in the 
past. The scale and brutality of this attack, however, seemed to take everyone by surprise. After a two-day manhunt, 
the attackers were eventually surrounded by police and killed in an exchange of gunfire as they tried to escape. A day 
after the attack on the magazine, a separate gunman, working in   40    with the other two, shot a policewoman to 
death before taking a number of people hostage in a supermarket. That attacker was also killed by police, but not 
before murdering four of his captives. 
36.  
 (A) secular (B) indifferent (C) brazen (D) polar 
37.  
 (A) tackled (B) confronted (C) surrendered (D) deprived 
38.  
 (A) Beside (B) Among (C) Since (D) Until 
39.  
 (A) extremists (B) humanitarians (C) moderates (D) materialists 
40.  
 (A) eroticism (B) innuendo (C) camouflage (D) collusion 
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